CORNELIUS ANNOR (GHANA)
Aboki


EMMANUEL TAKU
Black Halos


DEBORAH REMINGTON
Untitled or Apropos


FEDERICO HERRERO
The Sea

Federico Herrero, The Sea, 2021. Oil and acrylic paints on canvas. Funds from the Contemporary Collectors’ Circle with additional support from Craig Ponzio; John & Sandy Fox; A. Barry & Ariene Hirschfeld; Bany, Daniel, and Jonathan Futa; Bryon Adinoff & Trish Holland; Ellen & Morris Susman; and Margaret & Glen Wood. © Federico Herrero.
FRED WILSON
The Way the Moon’s in Love with the Dark

Fred Wilson, The Way the Moon’s in Love with the Dark, 2017. Glass. Purchased with funds from Vicki and Kent Logan; Suzanne Farver and Clint Van Zee; Sharon and Lanny Martin; Craig Ponzio; Ellen and Morris Susman; Devon Dikeou and Fernando Troya; Baryn, Daniel and Jonathan Futa; Andrea and William Hankinson; Amy Harmon; Arlene and Barry Hirschfeld; Lu and Chris Law; Amanda J. Precourt; Judy and Ken Robins; Annalee and Wagner Schorr; Judith Zee Steinberg and Paul Hoenmans; Tina Walls; and Margaret and Glen Wood. © Fred Wilson

MARK BRADFORD
Realness

Mark Bradford (American, b. 1961) Realness, 2016 Mixed media on canvas. Denver Art Museum: Purchased with funds from anonymous donors; funds from Vicki and Kent Logan by exchange; Baryn, Daniel and Jonathan Futa, Craig Ponzio, Ralph L. and Florence R. Burgess Trust; DAM Contemporaries; Volunteer Endowment Fund; Suzanne Farver and Clint Van Zee; Andrea and William Hankinson; Amy Harmon; Arlene and Barry Hirschfeld; Lu and Chris Law; Sharon and J. Landis Martin; Tina Patterson and Bill Cottingham; Amanda J. Precourt; Judy and Ken Robins; Annalee and Wagner Schorr; Ellen and Morris Susman; Tina Walls; and Margaret and Glen Wood. (Temporary Loan, 11/28/2016, Purchased with funds from anonymous donors, Vicki and Kent Logan, Baryn, Daniel and Jonathan Futa, Craig Ponzio, Ralph L. and Florence R. Burgess Trust, DAM Contemporaries, Suzanne Farver and Clint Van Zee, Andrea and William Hankinson, Amy Harmon, Arlene and Barry Hirschfeld, Lu and Chris Law, Sharon and J. Landis Martin, Tina Patterson and Bill Cottingham, Amanda J. Precourt, Judy and Ken Robins, Annalee and Wagner Schorr, Ellen and Morris Susman, Tina Walls, and funds from various donors by exchange. © Mark Bradford. Courtesy the artist and Hauser & Wirth

KEITH HARING
Altar Piece


KERRY JAMES MARSHALL
Better Homes, Better Gardens

ROBERT MOTHERWELL
Africa No. 2


SIMPHIWE NDZUBE
The Bloom of the Corpse Flower


SONIA GECHTOFF
The Beginning


ZENG FANZHI
Mask Series No. 10